Hospitality solutions
with Jamf Now
As a member of the hospitality industry, you strive each and every day to put people first —
guests, coworkers, and team members alike. You look to create a sense of ‘home away from
home’ through every action and provide the comfort that comes with achieving these goals.
To serve a world of guests, it takes a complete team, on the same page, with modernized
processes and tools to shape a modern hospitality industry.
As people’s expectations for their experience change, many hotels, casinos and
hospitality providers are onboarding Apple devices to change with their guests.
Optimizing operations such as requests, check in/out experience, guest interactions
and assistance, producing a differentiated guest experience, and keeping internal
teams informed and engaged through training and daily updates are major aspects
Apple devices are capable of improving. Unifying Apple devices with a mobile device
management platform like Jamf Now helps make those changes as seamless as possible,
and opens the door for creating a wonderful experience for your guests and employees.
Jamf Now Features:
Lost Mode
iOS devices show a lock
screen message, are
disabled and show their
location.

Remote lock and wipe
Disable the device until
the passcode is applied or
remotely wipe the data.

Single App Mode
Lock a device into a single
app to focus on a specific
purpose.

App Upgrade/Deployment
Update/deploy apps from
a central location to enable
your team with the exact
apps they need.

App Usage
Ability to choose which
apps are available, hidden,
removed, or limited in order
to focus device usage.

Apple TV Management
Jamf Now can help manage
the full Apple ecosystem
including Apple TV.

Sound familiar? We can help!
When it comes to reshaping the way you use technology, the task can seem daunting. But it shouldn’t
be. Finding what works best for your organization should be a combination of best practices and
a plan that fits your team’s needs and device usage.

Problem

Jamf Now solution
Devices leave the property
and are lost or damaged

Workdays can get hectic and iOS devices can go missing. Help
ensure your company data is protected. With Jamf Now you can
disable and locate a lost iPad or iPhone device with Lost Mode.
Or you can lock the device with Remote Lock capabilities then
unlock it with a correct passcode or remotely wipe all of the data.

Devices needed for specific
purposes or kiosks

Make sure each device is updated with the apps and software
needed to get the job done with secure app deployments.
Efficiently deploy all apps using Jamf Now instead of one by one,
so your team can focus on the task at hand.

Different roles need different
apps? Give your team exactly
what they need

Using Blueprints, update and deploy apps segmented into
profiles that fit specific roles’ needs. Concierge, maintenance,
and management? Give each a device that comes fitted to their
usage — all from a central location.

Concerned that employees will
have too many apps that don’t
apply to them?

Customize your devices to show the exact apps and settings
specific teams need and hide the rest to help rid your team of
excess clutter and distraction.

Information needs to be
displayed digitally

Keep guests informed on daily events, news or local attractions,
and employees informed of announcements and relevant
information by providing digital signage through solutions like
Carousel and Apple TV.

Are you ready?
See why small and medium sized businesses are trusting Jamf Now to secure and
protect their Apple devices. Sign up now and enroll your first 3 devices for free.

See how you too can achieve success by trying Jamf Now – Sign up today
www.jamf.com
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